
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, July 10 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a strong edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

5 BAYFIELD BEACH 6-5 

3 ALWAYS A MIKI 5-2 

6 BETTER TAKE IT 7-2 

7 BILLY CLYDE 8-1 

BAYFIELD BEACH showed sharp improvement in first start for the Takter barn, left in :26.3 from post 8, 

last quarter in :26.1…ALWAYS A MIKI was in tough in the Messenger…BETTER TAKE IT was 8th at the 

three quarters behind a slow pace, rallied three wide and finished quickly to miss by a neck with a :25.4 

last quarter...BILLY CLYDE needs some racing luck against these.  

RACE 2 

2 JUST DIVINE 2-1 

1 HAMPTONS BABE 2-1 

3 GOTTHEGREENLIGHT 7-2 

5 BOUDOIR HANOVER 4-1 

JUST DIVINE well bred filly shows two sharp preps for Burke…HAMPTONS BABE is also well bred and has 

two sharp preps for the Alagna barn…GOTTHEGREENLIGHT qualified in 1:57.3 then won her debut here in 

1:52.4 with a :26.3 last quarter. That was probably a weaker field than this but she could be even sharper 

tonight…BOUDOIR HANOVER is another one with good preps for Alagna. Andy McCarthy had his choice of 

which filly to drive and chose Hamptons Babe.  

RACE 3 

3 LADY CHAOS 8-5 

7 ADIRONDACK 5-2 

1 FLAWLESS COUNTRY 3-1 

4 MISS VET HANOVER 9-2 

LADY CHAOS chased sharp a sharp repeat winner in last. She hasn’t developed much since her sharp 2yo 

season but she rates top call here…ADIRONDACK improving sort for a high-percentage barn…FLAWLESS 

COUNTRY is another filly that had a strong 2yo season but hasn’t stepped forward yet; she was 4th at 3/5 

odds in last bu may have needed that race…MISS VET HANOVER has won 5 of her last 6 starts and she 

broke stride in the lone loss; this field is potentially tougher.  

RACE 4 

4 DANCINGINTHEDARK M 6-5 

9 REALLY FAST 7-2 

1 TAKE ALL COMERS 4-1 

5 FLY LIGHT 7-1 

DANCINGINTHEDARK M had post 10, broke at the start in last; looked good winning his prior two 

starts…REALLY FAST broke in last, won a $200K Jersey sire stakes race in his prior start; they try it 

without hopples tonight…TAKE ALL COMERS improving sort…FLY LIGHT showed speed and held the show 



in his return at Philadelphia and can show more second start off the layoff.  

 

RACE 5 

2 HOT AS HILL** 5-1 

4 PIPER HANOVER 5-2 

7 ANOKA HANOVER 7-2 

1 WET MY WHISTLE 5-1 

HOT AS HILL showed improvement for the Burke barn in last…PIPER HANOVER steps up sharp for a top 

barn…ANOKA HANOVER won 10 of 14 starts as a 2yo but has struggled a bit in her four starts this 

year…WET MY WHISTLE comes off the best effort of her career.  

RACE 6 

3 ONE EIGHT HUNDRED 1-1 

4 HEART OF CHEWBACCA 4-1 

2 CHARLIE MAY 4-1 

5 ROCKYROAD HANOVER 6-1 

ONE EIGHT HUNDRED comes off back to back sparkling miles including last in 1:48 with a :25.3 last 

quarter…HEART OF CHEWBACCA was in a bad spot in the Messenger, had a tough trip but raced 

deceptively well; upset chance…CHARLIE MAY raced well in the Messenger at Yonkers and is hard to 

knock…ROCKYROAD HANOVER was only a length behind top pick in last.  

RACE 7 

9 VENERATE 7-5 

6 SONOFAMISTERY 5-2 

10 LINDYSMUSCLEMANIA 9-2 

3 RATTLE MY CAGE 6-1 

VENERATE turned in some big efforts and won the Dan Patch award as the top 2yo trotter but broke in his 

3yo debut. He broke twice last year, but bounced back to win his next start both times…SONOFAMISTERY 

has matured nicely this year…LINDYSMUSCLEMANIA seems fast enough to win this if Dunn can work out a 

trip from post 10…RATTLE MY CAGE steps up sharp, needs to go faster against these.  

RACE 8 

1 AMERICAN COURAGE 2-1 

5 PERFECT STING 7-5 

2 ABUCKABETT HANOVER 4-1 

7 SOUTHWIND GENDRY 4-1 

AMERICAN COURAGE comes off a strong win in the Messenger where he overcame post 6 at Yonkers and 

now has 11 wins in 12 starts…PERFECT STING also only has one career loss, although he did finish 2nd but 

was awarded the win via a DQ in last race; he appeared to regress off a career top 1:48.1 win two back, a 

race where he beat some tough older horses…ABUCKABETT HANOVER was in a tough spot in the 

Messenger; certainly has ability but the two top have gone faster…SOUTHWIND GENDRY had a strong 2yo 

season and has raced pretty well in his four starts this year.  

RACE 9 

3 IT’S ACADEMIC 5-2 

9 BEADS 5-2 

6 HYPNOTIC AM 4-1 

8 READY FOR MONI 4-1 

IT’S ACADEMIC set the pace and finished 4th but trotted a :26.4 last quarter and only lost by a half length 

while facing a very good field of classy aged trotters; draws inside of main rivals and is very 



consistent…BEADS has overcome his breaking problems and went a big mile from post 9 in last; faces a 

tougher group here but could prove fastest…HYPNOTIC AM classy mare has a shot at a price…READY FOR 

MONI battled gamely with It’s Academic in his last two starts, finishing a game second both times.  

RACE 10 

4 RUTHLESS HANOVER 2-1 

3 CAPTAIN BARBOSSA 5-2 

1 ALLYWAG HANOVER 3-1 

8 CATTLEWASH 4-1 

RUTHLESS HANOVER has shown that he can be extended and still finish. With potential outside speed in 

this $250K Final, he may get some cover…CAPTAIN BARBOSSA was first over and came up short against a 

tough field in last but he’s capable of high speed…ALLYWAG HANOVER has certainly held his own with 

these 4yo’s and would be no surprise here…CATTLEWASH was able to control the pace and couldn’t hold 

off Allywag Hanover in last; best needed.  

RACE 11 

9 LET IT RIDE N 2-1 

5 MY PAL JOE 5-2 

6 SHAKE THAT HOUSE 7-2 

8 SHOOBEE DOO A 9-2 

LET IT RIDE N hasn’t raced since April 5 but qualified well and he paced in 1:48.1 here on a 39 degree 

night in January…MY PAL JOE comes off a solid effort against a good field at this level…SHAKE THAT 

HOUSE has turned in some efforts that are clearly fast enough to handle a field like this…SHOOBEE DOO A 

ships in sharp for live barn.  

  

RACE 12 

5 ANA MALAK N 4-1 

3 THE DEVILS OWN N 4-1 

8 IMA REAL LADYS MAN 4-1 

2 DE LOS CIELOS DEO 4-1 

ANA MALAK N’s early speed may be an advantage in this closely-matched pace.  

RACE 13 

3 DEALER’S TABLE 2-1 

2 GODS SPIRIT N 3-1 

8 A MAJOR OMEN 4-1 

4 FLYINGEVENBETTOR N 6-1 

7 UNLOADED N 7-1 

DEALER’S TABLE drops to a level where his class could put him over the top…GODS SPIRIT N wasn’t as 

sharp in last but was good two back and is capable of better…A MAJOR OMEN was shuffled with pace in 

last; in good form…FLYINGEVENBETTOR N pulled up in his last start in January and trainer Tony Alagna 

gave him three qualifiers to prepare for this return. Note that Andy McCarthy took this one over Unloaded 

N, who is dropping down.  

BEST BET: HOT AS HILL 5th Race 


